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Four Central concepts:

We need to better prepare our students for dynamic workplace change,

…developing their capability in emerging learning & knowledge practices

…treating our T & L environments as exemplary “workplaces for learning”

with Workplace Innovation Capability as a Graduate Attribute for illustration.
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• Programs to develop Innovation Leaders are now commonplace

• What’s New: All our students need to graduate Innovation-Capable

 for the workplace…



https://training.gov.au/Training/Details/BSBINN201#



https://training.gov.au/Training/Details/BSBINN201#

• identify opportunities to do things better

• discuss and develop ideas with others

• address the practicalities of change



…combining human, organizational and 
technological dimensions. This social 

process simultaneously results in 
improved organizational performance 

and enhanced quality of work life.

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/innovation/policy/workplace_en



Three types of Innovation Capability 

Innovation: the social process of creating lasting value from new ideas

• Programs to develop Innovation Leaders are now commonplace

• All our students need to graduate Innovation-Capable

 for the workplace, and in their other roles…

 as ‘constructively critical friends’ of innovation
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Three types of Innovation Capability 

Innovation: the social process of creating lasting value from new ideas

• Programs to develop Innovation Leaders are now commonplace

• All our students need to graduate Innovation-Capable

 for the workplace, and in their other roles…

 as ‘constructively critical friends’ of innovation

 skilled, knowledgeable, experienced, committed





Over to you:

How might this fit at 
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How might this fit at 

??? 
(in 5 minutes )



Knowledge Synthesis project:
What innovation skills?

how - 1



Knowledge Synthesis:  What ‘contextual’ knowledge…and how much?

Which skills (when, why, how…)



Why are Inter-Disciplinary Perspectives Important?



Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Workplace Innovation

• Arts 2100 in 2018?

• Chapter submission to 

how - 2

Redesigning the Liberal Arts: 
Innovative Program Design for 21st 
Century Undergraduate Education



Experiential Learning Opportunities in Workplace Innovation 

Learning and Teaching Environments as the Workplace:  

Innovation internship with
external workplace partners

FYE:  Reflect on changes to learning
practice from high school (etc.)

Introduce  a more radical change,
apply and reflect on the social process

Support innovations for teaching
practice in Students as Partners teams

Support other students in
adapting to changes in 
learning practices

Assess innovation practice skills
and apply curriculum knowledge

how -3



Over to you:

What innovations in 

T&L for your UQ programs

could be opportunities

for student reflection etc. 

on Workplace Innovation

(in 5 minutes )

???



http://wincan.ca/


Potential subproject: Innovation and Indigenous Ways of Knowing



Roles for academic staff (and other educators)

 Exploring diverse roles for faculty: 

• Engage students in adapting/reflecting on innovations

• Teaching for knowledge etc. on Workplace Innovation

• Partner with students as contributors, coaches and catalysts for workplace innovations

who?



Engage Students as Partners in …

…Teaching and Learning ?

…Quality Scotland?
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…Teaching and Learning ?

…Knowledge, Learning and Innovation?

…Quality Scotland?

S P A R K L I N



Roles for educators

 Exploring three roles for faculty: 

• Engage students in adapting/reflecting on innovations

• Teaching for knowledge etc. on Workplace Innovation

• Partner with students as contributors and catalysts for workplace innovations

• Collaborating with workplace partners on a Digital Badge

• Research and scholarship



Good teaching cannot be reduced 

to just technique:  good teaching 

comes from the identity and  

integrity of the teacher:

How we teach is a key part of what we teach

We must use Faculty Work in Teaching as a Model

How can faculty engagement with knowledge for 
teaching be a model for students’ engagement 

with knowledge in their careers…?



V P

• Innovation-Enabled Graduates:

 enabled for innovation in the workplace (and their other roles…)

 enabled by innovation in our teaching & learning workplace

You’re invited…join in the adventure!



Dr. Thomas Carey
tcarey@uwaterloo.ca

ITaLI 318



Menu of further topics

Other emerging learning and knowledge practices

Curriculum elements for Contextual Knowledge

A European initiative in Skills for Workplace Innovation

Term-by-term Scenarios for Experiential Learning

Provide students with personalized navigation aids

And…over to you !



Other emerging learning and knowledge practices

 mobilizing and creating knowledge in the workplace

 world’s fastest learners

 epistemic fluency (individual, collective, catalyst)

• work domain epistemologies

 networked learners

 evidence-based, data-driven decision making

• “Humanics” (in new book  Robot-Proof)



Menu of further topics

Other emerging learning and knowledge practices

Curriculum elements for Contextual Knowledge

Skills for Workplace Innovation

Experiential Learning

Students as Partners in Knowledge, Learning & Innovation

Faculty work in teaching as a Model of Emerging Knowledge Practices



Contextual Knowledge for Workplace Innovation is interdisciplinary:  social 

sciences (including management), technological, cultural, economic, 

historical, ethical, epistemic, media representations, policy studies, etc.









Menu of further topics

Reinforcing the distinctive Liberal Arts value proposition

Other emerging learning and knowledge practices

Curriculum elements for Contextual Knowledge

Skills for Workplace Innovation

Experiential Learning

Students as Partners in Knowledge, Learning & Innovation

Faculty work in teaching as a Model of Emerging Knowledge Practices







http://husite.nl/carpenetwork/ http://www.fincoda.eu/



Menu of further topics

Reinforcing the distinctive Liberal Arts value proposition

Other emerging learning and knowledge practices

Curriculum elements for Contextual Knowledge

Skills for Workplace Innovation

Experiential Learning

Provide students with personalized navigation aids



can happen in the workplace or the classroom:

success depends on the nature of the learning (not the location)

Success comes from…

• Integrating knowing, doing and reflecting

• Students are invested in the task outcomes and impacts

• “Authentic” tasks and assessments
• “learning knowledge and skills in contexts 
• that reflect the way they will be valuable and 
• meaningful to us in life beyond school”

• Reflection on doing and being (not just knowing)

Successful Experiential Learning…



Experiential Learning Opportunities in Workplace Innovation: 

Learning and Teaching Environments as Workplaces:  
Students as reflective participants, contributors and 
catalysts for changes in learning and teaching practices

FYE:  Reflect on changes to learning
practice from high school (etc.)

Assess innovation practice skills
and apply curriculum knowledge
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3.e Provide Students with Personalizable Roadmaps
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